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Abstract: The purpose of this research was to create a framework of indicators that enabled us
to measure the classic dimensions of sustainable development (SD): People, Planet, and Profit,
in combination with the sustainability of the heritage values and the policy dimension. Methods
developed as an approach to sustainable urban planning and that were based on system analysis
models were modified, streamlined, and adapted into a concrete set of indicators for historical city
sites. This framework, a multimodal system which maps out the holistic sustainability could serve as
an incentive from the policy to the heritage world to implement sustainable objectives; and it could
be used as an extra argument for the broader social relevance of heritage care.
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1. Introduction

In the field of urban planning, hundreds of different methods and tools have been developed
to measure the sustainability of the built environment, each with its own perspective, approach,
or goal. Unfortunately, none of these urban planning tools is adapted to the specific characteristics
of a heritage site, which in turn makes them unsuitable in heritage conservation. In the best case,
heritage aspects receive limited attention as a single indicator or sub-indicator. Many elements that
are essential for an integrated sustainability assessment of specific cases, like cultural heritage sites,
are simply overlooked in heritage value-based management. Avrami states that “Now, more than ever
before, the heritage field is faced with the need to qualify and quantify its fundamental contributions
to society and sustainability. Whether through environmental, economic, or social benefits, the field
must robustly demonstrate how it improves quality of life for communities. Realigning the goals
of heritage conservation to ensure that they serve the greater good of the sustainability cause is an
important first step” [1] (p. 9).

1.1. The Brundlandt Definition as a Starting Point

Employing an analogy with the Brundtland definition, sustainable management of heritage sites is
about how we can optimize the appreciation of our heritage in such a way, that it will still be relevant in
the future [2]. Although the Brundtland definition originally starts from holistic sustainability, in recent
years due to the presence of climate change and energy efficiency in planning processes, the focus
has shifted to the Planet pillar. To most policymakers, social and economic sustainability are rather
hazy concepts, which are difficult to communicate in contrast to climate problems. David Throsby
points out that a holistic, multidisciplinary evaluation method is therefore necessary to overcome
the shortcomings of environmental technology evaluation systems [3] (pp. 8–9); for example, social
aspects also play an important role, particularly, architectural heritage is more preserved when social
aspects have a high score.
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1.2. Diachronic and Synchronic Relationships of Sustainable Development (SD)

When considering sustainable development (SD) in a heritage context, usually two approaches
can be distinguished. In the first approach, the site is evaluated with the same criteria and instruments
used for the SD of modern buildings or urban projects (sustainable development in general), whilst
in the second approach the sustainability of heritage values is evaluated (sustainable heritage
management). In the first case, the methodology is not adapted to heritage sites, so many specific
heritage aspects are not covered. In the second case, the evaluation remains limited to cultural heritage
management, and most quality aspects related to the contemporary and future functional use of the
site are disregarded.

A tool that incorporates both approaches means that the two columns in Figure 1 are merged,
and by merging the diachronic relationships and the synchronous analogies, new connections become
clear. Whilst the two approaches were separated in the first scheme and only diachronic relationships
were important, in the integrated approach, the synchronous and combined syn–diachronic
connections are taken into account.
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Figure 1. Integrated approach of SD of heritage sites.

In this integrated approach, optimal appreciation of heritage values goes hand in hand in the
three directions, which results in:

• The improvement of the quality of life, according to current needs (synchronic).
• The protection of future needs, in terms of quality of life (syn–diachronic).
• The enjoyment of these heritage values by future generations (diachronic).

The same applies in any case, in three directions, for each of the four components in this scheme.

2. Aim and Methodology: Search for a Holistic Vision

The aim of our research is to create a holistic framework, based on a set of indicators to advocate
the benefits of heritage preservation in terms of SD-tailored protection of historic city fragments.
The importance of a holistic approach in the planning of historic urban areas was already stressed in
the Granada Convention [4] and the Charter of Washington [5].
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Cultural heritage and sustainability are dynamic systems, hence a multimodal system is required
that describes all the aspects and their mutual interrelations in an integrated way. The multimodal
system analysis of the Dutch lawyer–philosopher Dooyeweerd, is used as a frame of reference to
approach this complex problem in a holistic way. Furthermore, Lombardi and Brandon [6,7] and
Vandevyvere [8] adopted this multimodal system analysis to evaluate sustainability in the built
environment. The modal spheres or law spheres as developed by Dooyeweerd, do not refer to “what”,
but to “how” the reality manifests itself to the human experience [9]. These modalities ground things
or objects in terms of significance rather than in terms of existence. This theory can be used as an
epistemological exercise to check the proposed set of indicators on completeness and coherence.

The methodology of this research was based on two surveys. On the one hand, we followed a
theoretical track in which a literature study involving insights and methods from other disciplines
can be applied to heritage sites. On the other hand, an empirical track was followed to create a
conceptual framework in which the indicators were chosen based on the conclusions of the theoretical
and comparative study of existing tools, frameworks, and strategies.

The proposed holistic and participatory evaluation method may be a tool that could be integrated
in the management of world heritage sites. In the same vein is the Historic Urban Landscape
approach (HUL-approach). This concept, proposed by UNESCO, approaches historic city fragments
as landscapes in a broad context, with a stratification that goes beyond the pure architectural
characteristics. It considers intangible aspects, contemporary social and cultural values, economic
processes, and physico-spatial characteristics [8] art. 4 and 6. The HUL-approach aims to integrate
urban heritage management into a general framework for sustainable development and is opposite to
this research. The uniqueness of the proposed framework lies in the fact that it starts from existing
urban tools, which are adapted to a heritage context.

3. Theoretical Track: The Multimodal System as an Epistemological Exercise

The spheres of the multimodal system of Dooyeweerd are adjusted in order to be applied
to cultural heritage. Fifteen aspects of temporal reality, or modalities/spheres, or ways of being
are distinguished: numerical (quantitative), spatial, kinematic, physical, biotic, psychic (sensitive),
analytical (logic), historic (cultural), communicative, social, economic, aesthetic, juridical, ethical, and
pistic (faith).

The first three modal spheres (numerical, spatial and kinematic), are the most fundamental and
determinative ones. The higher in the ranking, the more the normative character is highlighted.
The highest modal spheres (e.g., pistic, ethical, legal), are based more on human value judgments
than the lower ones. The spheres refer to each other by anticipations and retrocipations. In this way,
one modality is metaphorically described by the idiom of another [9] (p. 109). Heritage, for example,
can be described on the basis of economic value, which in turn can be expressed in price (the numerical
aspect). Such a “backward” relationship, although it is accompanied by the loss of a certain meaning,
is called a retrocipation by Dooyeweerd. Additionally, in the reverse sense heritage is anticipatory,
related to the legal, ethical and pistic aspects, for example in the form a protected monument prescribed
by law, a site that is accessible to everyone, or a memorial, thus gaining in significance. Dooyeweerd
considered this system of modal spheres, anticipation and retrocipation, the “cosmic order of time”.

A holistic point of view to sustainability ensures a system that functions in a way that all spheres
are covered, and their appropriate laws are respected see Figure 2.

From the point of view of protected historic city fragments, or World Heritage sites,
the multimodal analysis these valuable sites are situated in the historic ‘law sphere’. To neglect
SD can have a destructive impact on several levels in the form of a decrease of legibility due to too
many tourist facilities (communication), the unravelling of the social fabric (social), loss of employment
(economic), and a reduction of the image quality because of degradation and vacancy (aesthetic) with
legal consequences (juridical). This will finally result in less intergenerational responsibility (ethical)
and no voluntarism (pistic). In this case, due to unsustainable heritage management, the historic
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modality is affected, and because this aspect is also a basis or substratum of the higher modalities
(superstrata), in the long term the latter will be undermined in an anticipative way. On the other hand,
this historic modality as superstratum is retrocipatively connected with its lower modalities and will
have a destructive effect on them in the form of the loss of scientific knowledge (analytic), perception
of a harsh environment (sensitive), environmental pollution (biotic), safety problems (kinematic),
and inefficient use of space and buildings (spatial).
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Figure 2. The modal spheres of Dooyeweerd [10]: When all the law spheres are respected, a good
balance and sustainability are received.

The relevance of the multimodal system analysis is also illustrated by the research of Lombardi
and Brandon [6,7]. They reported on the example of a spatial development project in Italy, where
four different parties proposed their own project scenario. A multimodal analysis was conducted to
identify the differences and interfaces. In terms of differences, primarily the pistic aspect revealed
the underlying interests. The result of this explication and the discovery of new interfaces, was that
finally the debate was forced into the open and made it more transparent, so that new opportunities
arose that led to a negotiated compromise. By way of illustration, we look at a discussion on the
application of insulating measures in a monument by two different parties, a heritage expert and an
ecologist, both putting forward their own sustainability scenarios. The heritage expert, who is in favor
of energy savings, will rigorously combat every disruptive impact from the point of view of heritage
conservation, whilst the ecologist, who recognizes the importance of heritage for integral sustainability,
will propose drastic interventions from the point of view of energy saving. Although both parties
situate themselves within the same ethical value perspective that implies maximum integrated SD,
they monopolize the discussion by focusing on only one modal aspect (historical versus economical or
physical). Mapping of the different interests, perspectives, and definitions on sustainability ensures
clearance in order to find a creative, interdisciplinary solution. The search for a “common ground” and
awareness of the influence of value perspectives “perspective adoption”, are indeed basic conditions
of each interdisciplinary research.

4. Empirical Track: Creation of a Set of Indicators

In the creation of a set of indicators, a holistic vision is indispensable [11] (pp. 57–58). As Rotmans
and de Vries pointed out that “Indicators describe complex phenomena in a (quasi-) quantitative way
by simplifying them in such a way that communication is possible with specific user groups” [12].
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4.1. References and Principles for a Set of Indicators

The Dutch DuMo model is not a holistic instrument, which is why the 20 strategies for sustainable
preservation of monuments listed at the DuMo-calculation were used as inspiration and illustration,
for the indicators of the Planet and Patrimony (Heritage) pillars [13]. These strategies are no indicators
by themselves, but they are formulated in the form of recommendations and are in fact designed to
create a customized solution.

In addition, Stubbs framework based on his experiences with 3 heritage projects in England, with a
high content of social participation and local anchoring, acts as a reference for our set of indicators [14].
Stubbs framework had a specific focus on sense of place, community building, and public perception
(social aspects of SD) reflecting the social turn [14–16]. For the fourth pillar, Stubbs [14] classified the
indicators in analogy with Vandevyvere [9], except that for the fourth pillar he used the undemanding
name ‘generic’ to accommodate public perception. The theme ‘generic’ in the framework of Stubbs’ can
be regarded as being multimodal in reference to the ethical and pistic spheres. It is also interesting to
note that Stubbs in the Planet pillar provided an indicator for climate change adaptation. This indicator
is not included in this research because until now, there is hardly any research in Flanders about the
impact of climate change on the built heritage.

Vandevyvere streamlined this method to a concrete set of indicators for the city districts based on
a thorough comparative study by selecting the best known evaluation tools of that moment [9].
This research, was used as a guideline because of its strong substantive basis and the fact that
Vandevyvere used the same principles, the multimodal perspective, and the same scale as the research
object. Lombardi and Brandon outlined the 15 modal aspects of Dooyeweerd into a questionnaire [6].
Vandevyvere reversed this way of working by selecting a number of indicators, which were tested in a
multimodal framework [9] (pp. 109–110, 116).

4.2. Criteria for the Selection of the Appropriate Indicators

The selection of the appropriate indicators depends firstly, on pragmatic factors, such as system
boundaries (scale and typology of heritage) and availability of data, and secondly, on rather subjective
aspects, such as the L, C, S-criteria, as defined by Clark et al.: “The most influential assessments are those
that are simultaneously perceived by a broad array of actors to possess 3 attributes: legitimacy, credibility and
salience” [17] p. 7. Creating a set of indicators is a methodological compromise between local relevance,
practical feasibility, availability of data, and theoretical justification. Several authors have set down
criteria that sustainable indicators should meet [18–20]. Although they all provide useful guidance,
all these criteria can be reduced to the L, C, S criteria.

• Salience: Is the indicator relevant to the type and scale of the heritage? Does the indicator meet
the adequate scope of Bellagio-principle 5 [21] (pp. 1–4)? Is the indicator relevant for long-term
sustainability and does it play an important role at higher levels than the local one? Is the
indicator significant for the actors involved (both policy and public), but also, is the indicator
clear, unambiguous, and usable to communicate?

• Credibility (realistic measurability): Are the collected data for the indicator available, and in terms of
time budget, are they technically feasible?

• Legitimacy: Is the indicator acceptable for all parties involved, both for experts (scientific validity)
and stakeholders? This can be adequately consulted by the questionnaires in the context of
the weighting.

4.3. Five Pillars of Sustainable Development

In addressing the question of how SD and heritage are interconnected, the classical three-pillar
structure is extended to five pillars, including Policy and Patrimony (heritage). In order to realize a
sustainable cultural development and management, it is important that these pillars are of equal value
and that there is a constant interaction between them.
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Although in principle, there is no hierarchy between the original sustainability pillars, the relative
position of each pillar in this model is important as shown in Figure 3. Given that the Policy-pillar
contains the highest normative modalities and has a steering function, it can be seen as overarching
against the other pillars. Secondly, in this research the theme of the Patrimony-pillar is basically
the central starting point, a kind of ‘heritage’ bias. In this way, we can imagine sustainable heritage
management as a three-dimensional tetrahedral molecule. The idea to add an overarching institutional
pillar to the three dimensional version is indebted to Valentin and Spangenberg, and gives a clear
presentation of both the differences and the interconnectedness of the different components of SD [22].Buildings 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  6 of 14 
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The indicators can be located on the corner points (vertices), or on the ribs of the prism to display
individual sustainability themes, or aspects that indicate the interconnectivity. Applied to the proposed
indicators, a tetrahedron which starts from the point of view of the heritage (Patrimony) contains many
indicators that will be located on the connections (the ribs), between the central Patrimony pool and
the four vertices. For example, an indicator about the enclosure or opening-up of heritage could be
located on the connection between People and Patrimony (heritage). A (sub) indicator on successful
integration of modern facilities for energy efficiency in a heritage context, is located on the connection
between Patrimony and Planet, and so on. On the other hand, there will be indicators that are only
positioned in this or that vertex, e.g., the mere use of green energy in the Planet vertex, and an indicator
on the presence of policy planning in the Policy vertex

A project on sustainability of heritage can be considered as a point within this three-dimensional
structure where its positioning displays the average of all indicators. A heritage project is sustainable,
as long as it remains within the five P-tetrahedron. The positioning, with regard to the vertices can
be different according to other emphases (weights). This multidimensional presentation shows that
SD has no unambiguously definable optimum, as would be the case in a two-dimensional model.
It illustrates the fact that, although an evaluation will be based on a whole set of various indicators,
one indicator can get more priority (weight) than another, as long as the total project is located within
the limits of the tetrahedron.

4.4. Creation of a Set of Indicators

Based on these theoretical conclusions and built on existing models, 22 indicators were defined,
most of them subdivided into sub-indicators. In Figure 4 the modal spheres of Dooyeweerd are related
with the pillars of sustainability and the indicators developed on the scale of historic urban fragments.

• People indicators: ‘sense of place’, ‘community building’ and ‘safety’.

The indicator ‘sense of place’ assesses the experience of people within a specific setting;
the associations, the feelings, and the sentiments that are evoked by a historic space. The indicator
community building refers to the degree with which a site is able to create a balanced, coherent,
and well-functioning community and refers to the sub-indicators: integration or social inclusiveness
and sociability or the way a built environment encourages social life. Safety is an essential condition
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for the attractiveness of the site and for improving the well-being of a neighborhood [23]. Physical and
social safety mutually reinforce each other [24].

• Planet indicators: ‘Use of material’, ‘energy’, ‘water’, ‘mobility’, ‘biodiversity’, ‘use of space’, and
‘pollution/nuisance’.

‘Planet’ refers to the testing of sustainable environmental aspects. The indicator ‘use of materials’
evaluates the conscious choice, or at least demonstrable sustainable materials for the refurbishment
or replacement of restorations or modern additions of the site. The indicator ‘energy’ describes
the sustainability of energy consumption, in terms of the trias energetica [25] (pp. 43–45). Moreover,
the rational and sustainable use of ‘water’, both in terms of consumption and the drainage of rain water
is assessed by this indicator. ‘Mobility’ refers to the extent to which the site is easily accessible by public
transportation, and soft traffic is encouraged. The overall quality of the ecosystem, ‘biodiversity’,
is conceived in biological sense. It comes as both the biodiversity on measures for conservation,
restoration, and compensation. The indicator ‘use of space’ is related to the appropriate and effective
spatial use of the site. ‘Pollution/nuisance’ is a container indicator that maps out all forms of pollution
or nuisance.

• Profit indicators: ‘Local employment’, ‘economic embedding’, and ‘future value’.

When considering economic sustainability, we think in the first place of the so-called return on
investment. Ideally, this should be measured with a CBA (cost-benefit analysis). However, it is clear
that a full CBA, as part of a sustainability analysis, in terms of data gathering is not always realistic.
Therefore this pillar is limited to indicators like, ‘local employment’, which is relatively simple to
measure, and ‘economic embedding’, and ‘future value’, which are indicators with a qualitative score.
‘Economic embedding’ evaluates the economic role of the site in a broader context, and particularly the
influence on tourism. ‘Future value’ is by definition what SD is about. Here the functional flexibility of
the site is examined in relation to future developments; financial capacity in the sense of the financial
resources that are available for the heritage project is measured in the Policy pillar by the indicator
‘legal certainty’.

• Policy indicators: ‘planning/process quality’, ‘legal certainty’, ‘integrity’ and ‘voluntarism’.

The first indicator ‘planning and process quality’, measures to what extent a kind of planning is
present, as well as a follow-up of the realization of the objectives of this planning. ‘Legal certainty’
assesses if economic, social, and heritage aspects of the site are supported and encouraged by the
government. ‘Integrity’ evaluates the extent to which stakeholders endorse the Brundtland definition of
SD, in a holistic way. ‘Voluntarism’ is an indicator that refers to the pistic modality of Dooyeweerd [10]
and the category “generic” of Stubbs [14]; and it measures the extent to which the parties involved are
convinced of the overriding importance of SD for heritage care and vice versa.

• Patrimony indicators: ‘integration of modern techniques’, ‘physical and psychological accessibility’
(enclosure or opening up), ‘knowledge building’, ‘spatial aesthetics’ (tangible aspects), and ‘immaterial
cultural heritage’ (intangible aspects).

Whilst in the other pillars, the environmental, social, and economic impact of the heritage and
the political focus and care are assessed, the Patrimony pillar measures the way in which the heritage
itself is valued. The indicators of this pillar should be seen in relation to the manner in which a site is
managed and developed to ensure optimal appreciation, and in the context of how the sustainability of
the heritage values is guaranteed. The Patrimony indicators are summarized in five indicators, which
on one hand are based on the listed practical input and inspirational references (4.1 References and
principles for set of indicators), and on the other hand, on the most important charters of the last decades.
The related indicators are underpinned by international charters.
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Figure 4. The modal spheres of Dooyeweerd in relationship with the pillars of sustainability and the
indicators developed on the scale of historic urban fragments.

The indicator ‘integration of modern techniques’, assesses if modern requirements are applied in
a harmonic way with the surroundings and without prejudicing the values of the heritage. ‘Physical
and inclusive psychological’ inclusion of information is important, and is a constant theme in the
international charters [26] (art. 16); [5] (art. 15); [27] (art. 25); [28] (art. 6–10); [29] (art. 25). ‘Spatial
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aesthetics’ addresses the integration of green, water, and art, as well as the overall multi-sensorial
aesthetic quality. ‘Immaterial heritage’ covers besides legends, stories also, museum initiatives, cultural
activities, and material elements on the site that have a link with the immaterial heritage.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the model spheres of Dooyeweerd and the 5 pillars of
SD, with their corresponding indicators and sub-indicators.

A holistic approach includes a wide range of modalities that extend from extremely determinative
or substantive, to very normative or subjective. The determinative (quantitative) aspects can be
assessed by quantitative methods; the normative aspects (pistic) by qualitative ones. To assess the
aspects in between, a combination of quantitative and qualitative techniques is useful. SD, as well
as preservation of heritage, are strongly value-based disciplines; hence the complete exclusion of
subjectivity is utopian. A multi-criteria analysis is proposed as an efficient means to evaluate the
quantitative, as well as the qualitative, indicators.

In a set of indicators, certain indicators get more weight than others because of a thematic focus.
From an objective point of view there is no absolute, value-free standard for sustainability. By applying
a set of indicators; SD of heritage sites will be measurable and presented clearly, but we should be
aware that the creation of such a framework in itself is never a value-free concern.

5. Case Study: The Beguinage of the Minnewater Site in Bruges, Belgium (World Heritage Site)

The set of indicators was tested in a case study of the protected cityscape of Minnewater, in Bruges.
The site, Minnewater, Figure 5, is about 16 hectares and is located in the southern part of the historic
world heritage city Bruges. For many tourists this site is the gate to enter Bruges because the site is
very accessible by public and soft transport. The site consists of a number of protected relics and iconic
landscape elements, which are grouped around the Lake Minnewater. The site comprises of nine
sub-areas and is characterized by little spatial cohesion. In the Northwest of the site, the Beguinage
is located. This Beguinage of the 13th century, Figure 6, is a protected site since 1996 and in 1998,
together with the 12 other Flemish Beguinages was included on the UNESCO world heritage list
because ‘beguinages are exceptional witnesses to the cultural tradition of independent religious women in
north-western Europe in the Middle Ages.’
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5.1. Quick Scan as a Test

A quick-scan was used as an illustration and test of the proposed methodology. The information
was collected using questionnaires and in-depth interviews of experts of the heritage and urban
department of the city of Bruges, and local heritage experts. To obtain an assessment of the indicators
by the habitants, a questionnaire was submitted to 18 inhabitants, where 15 of them wanted to
participate. In addition, 15 local employers were interrogated separately on the economic indicators.
Respondents were asked to fill in an excel file, distributing 100 points on the 22 indicators, depending
on the relative importance that he or she attached to the indicator in question. The weight of the
indicator was defined by different groups of stakeholders related with the heritage site, and mainly
those concerned with decision-making process. The scores of the indicators were multiplied by average
weighting factors to obtain a weighted final score.

5.2. Chart Beguinage Area—Minnewater

Most instruments for sustainability that analyze the partial scores are displayed by the radar chart.
The circular structure emphasizes the unity and principled equality of the indicators, and is therefore
an appropriate visual representation of the holistic approach.

The global high score also indicates that the sectoral focus on heritage, successfully goes hand in
hand with other aspects of sustainable development. Sense of place, community building, and future
value get the highest weight. The cityscape Minnewater, is an example of a site where there is an
intrinsic and sustained consideration of the values of the heritage, on the one hand, by the high degree
of legal protection and on the other hand, by the enormous heritage tradition and expertise of the
heritage and urban planning department of the city of Bruges. Energy is the only ecological indicator
that scores just a pass grade. Therefore the use of renewable energy must be stimulated.

5.3. SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis of this survey as shown in Figure 7 revealed that the strengths were sense
of place where people are proud to live in this area; also, a strong economic embedding and a
strong planning and cross-sectorial consultation. Furthermore, financial support of the government
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is important for qualitative preservation of the cultural heritage site. Voluntarism, a spontaneous
stewardship, is especially present with the inhabitants of the Beguinage.Buildings 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 14 
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Points of weakness for the Heritage-pillar were the information disclosure or opening up of the
cultural heritage. The power of communication draws attention because only a little information on
the cultural heritage is accessible, in particular, the consideration of intangible heritage aspects is an
aspect of concern. Minnewater is an area with little or no local participation, only a few inhabitants are
passive members of a Heritage Association. There is no social mix and in general, the properties of this
site are in a higher price range. Many buildings have a low energy performance, resulting in a low
level comfort for users.

Analysis reveals that the most important aspect that offers an opportunity for a long term
sustainable development is heritage participation. However, there were no real consultation structures
for local participation and many residents had a feeling of uncertainty about the heritage policy,
and especially about the UNESCO status. There is a need for an intermediate point of contact,
to provide clear communication about the UNESCO protection to the citizens, as well as to the local
authorities. A second point that needs to be improved, is the unlocking of intangible heritage because
currently the history and anecdotes of the site are only sporadically explained on information boards in
situ. Moreover, public knowledge about energy efficiency in historic buildings should be increased by
means of awareness-raising activities. On the economic level, the site had some interesting sustainable
assets. Firstly, there were some major employers, and secondly, the site had a strategic function for
local tourism.
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The threats revealed by the analysis were that a heritage bias may inhibit innovation in the field
of energetic sustainability. In addition, the ageing residents' profile of the inhabitants of this site was a
problem. On average, the inhabitants were between 45–70 years old, and there were almost no young
families who lived in this area.

5.4. Conclusion Case Study

The quick scan revealed that for the future, it is clear that the social pillar has an important task
in the evaluation of the management of heritage sites, in relationship with sustainable development.
Opportunities include local heritage participation, acting as local barometer, identifying the core
problems of sustainability, enabling heritage to be an essential part of the sustainable development
debate, and the link with the UNESCO policy. Threats lie in the lack of local support through a
top-down approach, and the time-consuming procedure that discourages uptake.

Research of Vandevyvere showed that in a non-heritage context, energy, land use, and mobility
were the most important factors that made a site sustainable, followed by the indicators: process
quality and participation. However, in our research the conclusion is that sustainability of heritage
sites, more than in other situations, is related with a broad social consensus.

6. Conclusions

A major strength of this study is that for the first time, a holistic evaluation tool was created
with a robust base, both on a theoretical and practical level which addressed the subjectivity of SD.
The sporadic inclusion of general indicators, in addition to very specific indicators and sub-indicators,
introduces more flexibility for contextual assessment. This is a methodological asset. Sustainability
is an anthropocentric and dynamic concept, which reflects the expectations and values of a group
of people, and that also involves a learning process. Our vision on the factors that contribute to the
effectiveness and efficiency of SD, will also change as we will be increasingly able to assess the effects
of a sustainability policy. Bell and Morse concluded in their research on the measurability of SD
highlighting that “Like the term environment, but far more so, sustainability is what we want it to
be and can change as we change. It is an organic and evolving construct of our mind and not an
inorganic and static entity that can be physically probed. Indeed, the very action of trying to implement
what one thinks is sustainability, may change one’s vision of what it is. The best we can achieve is to
acknowledge the centrality of people . . . ” [31] (p. 200).

This research, also has the merit of integrating heritage into the broad public debate, which should
be seen as an opportunity to highlight the undeniable contribution of heritage to SD. In other words,
SD offers new opportunities to heritage in order to prove its added value for the society.
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